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The COVID-19 pandemic demonstrated the importance of equality and diversity and highlighted the 

inequalities prevalent within our society. The pandemic reiterated that we must consider equality and 

diversity across the Council. We worked hard to ensure our response to the pandemic met the many 

different needs of our residents.  

Strong and cohesive communities are built on understanding, common values, and a shared respect 

for difference. Diversity is one of our city’s strengths and difference isn’t something we should fear, 

but is something we should celebrate. The pandemic illustrated the vital role that communities play. 

As Cabinet Member for Housing and Co-operative Development, it has been my pleasure to witness 

the good will, community spirit, and partnership working which has been demonstrated throughout 

the pandemic. We plan to build upon this through our Community Empowerment Programme where 

we will embed a consistent approach to engaging with our stakeholders by following our newly 

adopted engagement principles.  

The COVID -19 pandemic presented us with an unprecedented challenge and I am proud of how the 

Council worked collaboratively with our partners to support those who needed us the most. As I 

think about the different work I have been involved in, both during the pandemic and beyond, I am 

especially proud of: 

 The Plymouth Good Neighbours Scheme which supported organisations with volunteers to 

meet the increased demand during the pandemic.  

 Our continued commitment to mark Holocaust Memorial Day as a civic event. We created a 

short film in 2021 to explore what Holocaust Memorial Day means to people living in our city.  

 The development of ‘Spend 4 Plymouth’ and Resurgam to help our economic recovery post 

COVID-19. 

 The provision of WIFI during the pandemic to households who were digitally excluded 

through the Digital Inclusion Programme.  

 The Council’s adoption of an updated Equality and Diversity Policy with a detailed action plan 

emphasising our strong commitment to embedding equalities and diversity at the heart of the 

way we work and the actions we take. 
 

This document sets out what the Council has been doing to progress equality and diversity. The 

document provides an update on our progress against our equality and the different steps we are 

taking to progress equality and diversity within our workforce and services.  

I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who has worked with us on improving 

equalities and diversity in Plymouth and to also thank everyone who will work with us as we continue 

that journey together. Together we will ensure that Plymouth is a welcoming city for everyone. 

 

 

Councillor Chris Penberthy 

Cabinet Member for Housing and Co-operative Development 
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As Plymouth City Council’s Chief Executive, it is my responsibility to ensure that we place equality 

and diversity at the heart of our organisation and at the centre of everything we do.   

Across the Council, we are committed to promoting community cohesion and challenging 

discrimination. We are working hard to ensure that all our residents have equal opportunities to 

participate in civic life and that our staff have the opportunity to reach their potential. 

During the past year we faced the unprecedented challenge of the COVID-19 pandemic. COVID-19 

highlighted inequalities in our society and reinforced the importance of equality and diversity. 

Responding to the pandemic presented us with a huge challenge and I am proud of the way we 

worked with our partners to protect and support the most vulnerable in our community. As a 

Council we are keen to embed the learning from COVID-19 within the organisation.  

Our Community Empowerment Programme builds upon this great work and aims to ensure that 

different voices are heard in the decision making process. I am keen to ensure that we continue to 

value the skills and knowledge of our partners and communities. 

Since our last annual update we have conducted a comprehensive review of our equality and diversity 

practice. I was pleased to note that the review found an organisation committed to equality and 

diversity. We have given a new focus to equality and diversity by committing to working towards the 

‘Excellence Level’ of the Equality Framework for Local Government which provides us with clear next 

steps to ensure that we are a truly inclusive organisation.  

At the time of writing this foreword my hope is that the peak of the COVID-19 pandemic is now 

behind us. As a trauma informed city we must recognise the impacts that the pandemic has had on 

our residents and communities and continue to build upon positive initiatives such as the Plymouth 

Good Neighbourhood Scheme. At this moment of transition as society reopens we have an 

opportunity to do things differently as we emerge from the pandemic. We will do everything we can 

to ensure that the collaborative working that has served us so will throughout the pandemic will help 

us build stronger and more cohesive communities in the future.  

 

 

 

Tracey Lee 

Chief Executive  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Context  
 

The Public Sector Equality Duty 

The Equality Act 2010 extended statutory protection across nine ‘protected characteristics’. It 

recognised new forms of discrimination and introduced the Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED).  

As an Authority listed in Schedule 19 of the Act we are subject to the PSED. The PSED consists of a 

general equality duty supported by specific duties which are imposed by secondary legislation.  

 

Specific Equality Duties  

The aims of the PSED are supported by specific duties set out in separate regulations made by the 

Secretary of State. They were most recently set out in the Equality Act 2010 (Specific Duties and 

Public Authorities) Regulations 2017. Listed authorities in England are required to:  

 

1. At least annually from 31 March 2018 

 publish information about their employees and other persons affected by their policies and 

practices to demonstrate compliance with the general duty;  

 publish gender pay gap information relating to the employees; the form and content of this 

publication is set out in a schedule to the regulations.  

 

2. At least every four years, prepare and publish one or more objectives that they think are needed 

to further any of the aims of the General Equality Duty. 

 
Due regard to Equality and Equality Impact Assessments   

Those subject to the PSED must, in the exercise of their functions, have due regard to the need to:  

 eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other prohibited conduct;  

 advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic and 

those who do not; and 

 promote good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those who 

don’t.   

 

The Equality Act says that we must exercise due regard to equality when we make decisions, in a way 

that is reasonable and proportionate to the decision being taken. To discharge this duty, we remain 

firmly committed to conducting Equality Impact Assessments (EIAs) on all member decisions taken in 

the context of our Leader’s scheme of delegation. We do this to ensure they do not adversely impact 

on our diverse communities. 
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Our equality information  

Alongside this document, we have received and republished our Summary Equality Profile, which 

includes data and intelligence about our workforce, residents and service users, covering all the nine 

protected characteristics from the Equality Act 2010; 

 Age  
 Disability  

 Religion or Belief   

 Marriage and Civil Partnerships  

 Pregnancy and Maternity  

 Gender Reassignment  

 Race  

 Sex   

 Sexual Orientation. 

Information is arranged under these headings to produce:   

 A pen picture explaining the main barriers to equality experienced by people sharing each 

protected characteristic. 

 Monitoring data covering our workforce. 

 Demographic and other key statistical data about our diverse communities. 

 Relevant recent policy and research.  

This information is updated regularly to keep it as current as possible. The Plymouth Report is a 

useful source of further data about our diverse communities.  

 

Policy 

The diversity of our city is one of our greatest strengths and assets. We put equality and diversity at 

the centre of all our work. Our approach is set out in our recently refreshed  Equality and Diversity 

Policy. This is integral to our commitment to making Plymouth ‘a fairer city, where everyone does 

their bit’.  

In the spirit of that commitment, we have worked to ensure we deliver services to all our diverse 

communities in a way that eliminates discrimination, advances equality of opportunity, and fosters 

good relations. 

 

Plymouth City Council’s Corporate Plan  

Plymouth City Council and its partners are committed to the shared vision in the Plymouth Plan to 

become ‘one of Europe’s most vibrant waterfront cities where an outstanding quality of life is enjoyed 

by everyone’. To achieve this vision, we have adopted a set of values that underpin our commitment 
to equality and diversity in the Council’s Corporate Plan.   

We aim to be;- 

 Democratic  

 Responsible  

 Fair  

 Co-operative  

 

Our Priorities   

Our priorities are centred around two key themes to ensure that Plymouth is: 

 a growing city with a vibrant cultural offer  

 a welcoming city with a caring Council.   

 

 

 

https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/publichealth/factsandfiguresjointstrategicneedsassessment/plymouthreport
https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/sites/default/files/PCCEqualityandDiversityPolicy.pdf
https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/sites/default/files/PCCEqualityandDiversityPolicy.pdf
https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/aboutcouncil/corporateplan
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The Plymouth Plan  

Plymouth’s award winning and recently refreshed Plymouth Plan is a ground-breaking strategic plan 

which looks ahead to 2034. It is a shared direction of travel for the long term future of the city 

bringing together a number of strategic planning processes into one place, including the Plymouth and 

South West Devon Joint Local Plan to ensure complete synergy between ‘people’ and ‘place’. Each 
policy set out in the plan is guided by one or more complementary principles. These principles anchor 

the plan and put people at the heart of it. 

There are five specific ‘measures of success’ which the Plan sets out that will help to deliver the city 

wide vision to all our residents: 

 Plymouth has a reputation as a welcoming and multicultural city with diverse communities. 

 Plymouth offers a diverse cultural experience with a major events programme. 

 People get the best start to life, enjoy a better quality of life, and increased life expectancy. 

 More residents are contributing to and involved in their community. 

 Plymouth has good quality neighbourhoods where people feel safe and happy. 

 

Customer feedback  

Plymouth City Council is committed to the highest standards of customer service. Our commitments 

are set out in our Customer Service Standards, which are monitored against our performance 

framework.  We are committed to treating all of our customers with fairness and respect and 

encourage feedback about our services. Our primary mechanism for collecting customer feedback is 

through our online system Firmstep. Whilst we monitor customer complaints, we do not do this 

against the protected characteristics. However, we aspire to do this and use the analysis and 

information to improve customer services.   

 

The Equality Framework for Local Government  

The Equality Framework for Local Government (EFLG) is an equality and diversity tool for local 

government developed by the LGA. The EFLG is also a way for organisations to deliver against the 

Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED). It consists of four elements assessed against three levels of 

achievement; ‘developing’, ‘achieving’ and ‘excellence’. 

 

The assessed elements are: 

 Leadership and organisational commitment  

 Understanding and working with communities  

 Diverse and engaged workforce  

 Responsive services and customer care 
 

As a Council we have committed to working towards the ‘excellence level’ of the Equality Framework 

for Local Government. Our equality and diversity action plan 2020-2021 sets out how we will start to 

do this.  

 

Our equality work in 2019  

 The COVID-19 pandemic has caused devastation to communities and families across the country 

during 2020. The effects of the pandemic were not felt equally and certain groups were 

disproportionately affected. People with disabilities, those with underlying health conditions and 

people from certain ethnic minority groups were more likely to experience severe illness or die as 

a result of catching COVID-19.  

 

 The direct and indirect impacts of the pandemic were also not equally felt. Females, young people 

and minority ethnic individuals for example have disproportionately felt the economic impacts of 

COVID-19 due to their over representation in roles within the hospitality and retail sectors which 

remained closed for much of 2020 due to the pandemic. The pandemic highlighted and 

exacerbated already prevalent inequalities within our society. Our Pen Profiles set out in more 

https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/planningandbuildingcontrol/plymouthplan
https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/planningandbuildingcontrol/plymouthandsouthwestdevonjointlocalplan
https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/planningandbuildingcontrol/plymouthandsouthwestdevonjointlocalplan
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detail the challenges different communities in the city face and how they have been affected by the 

COVID-19 pandemic.  

 

 In June 2020, the arrest and the subsequent death of George Floyd in the USA coupled with the 

impact that COVID-19 was having on some ethnic minority communities triggered protests. 
These reverberated across the UK and saw the Black Lives Matter movement gain increased 

momentum which reignited a conversation about race and racial inequality in our society. As a city 

with an increasingly diverse population and a long maritime tradition, we used this as an 

opportunity to shine a light on our complex maritime history.  

 

 We recognised that it is important that we are honest about the history of our city and the role 

which Plymouth played in the slave trade. We committed to telling the full history of our city and 

its famous figures in June 2020 and have since explored the role which Sir John Hawkins and Sir 

Francis Drake played within installations such as the 100 Journeys within the Box. 

 

 As a trauma informed city we acknowledge the lasting legacy which the slave trade has left. In 

2020 we committed to installing a memorial to all those who suffered and lost their lives due to 

slavery in the Peace Garden on the Hoe. 

 

 It was against this backdrop that it felt appropriate that we reviewed our approach to equality and 

diversity. Between September and November 2020 we undertook a review of our organisational 

approach to equality and diversity to reflect on our current practices. As part of this work we 

held internal workshops, surveys and one-to-one interviews with councillors and members of the 

senior leadership team. Externally we also engaged with stakeholders through a survey and 

informal ‘equality and diversity’ conversations.  

 

 The findings from our equality review were presented to the Council’s Cabinet. The review found 

that across the Council people wanted to listen, engage, understand and work with communities 

and partners. The review observed examples of good practice around engagement across the 

Council and also identified areas for further work. As a result of our equality review we 

developed a new Equality and Diversity Action Plan (2020 – 2021) and have set up an officer led 

corporate equality and diversity group attended by senior officers across the Council.  

 

 As a Council we value the insights and knowledge which community engagement brings and are 

committed to listening to our customers and residents. In 2019 we launched a Community 
Empowerment Programme which brought together different projects across the Council to 

facilitate stronger and more trusting relationships with the community. The Community 

Empowerment Programme’s aims ensure that communities are resilient and have opportunities to 

have their say about decisions being made in their local area.  

 

 As a Council we are committed to engaging with people from different backgrounds to ensure 

that participation through our engagement activities reflects the diversity of our residents and the 

different viewpoints held in the city. We know that this will require us to engage differently with 

different communities. For us, this means ensuring that engagement is accessible and meets the 

needs of our different residents. Specifically this means that we will embed the outcomes within 

the EFLG ‘Understanding and working with communities’ module within the programme. The 

programme’s action plan and engagement principles which set out the Council’s approach to 

engagement have recently been endorsed by Cabinet. 
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Our response to COVID-19 

The outbreak of COVID-19 has been challenging for everyone. Our staff worked tirelessly to support 

the COVID-19 response and we are proud of the way we worked to maintain our services during a 

difficult period. These are some of the ways we have responded to the pandemic: 

 In March our Transformation colleagues worked to ensure that the roll-out of Members’ 
devices, staff devices (laptops and tablets) and virtualisation of the Contact Centre allowing 

our employees and Members to transition from office based to home based work. 

 We supported the most vulnerable residents through setting up Caring for Plymouth, a 

partnership between the Council, Livewell Southwest and a large number of voluntary and 

community sector organisations, which has provided a vital lifeline for people who are clinically 

extremely vulnerable to COVID-19.  

 We have supported businesses by administering grant schemes designed to help those 

businesses impacted by the economic impacts of COVID. Our economic response to the 

pandemic Resurgam sets out how we will ensure a prosperous COVID-19 response. 

 In the second period of lockdown, members of the Customer Services team called customers 

on the NHS Clinically Extremely Vulnerable list to ensure that they have access to food, 

medicines and any other urgent needs. 

 This was supported by our Facilities Management Teams who managed the distribution of 

display screen equipment so that staff can work safely from home. 

 Our Education, Participation and Skills department provided support to schools and have 

provided essential information on national guidance from the Department for Education. 

 We have established additional community capacity to support safe and timely hospital 

discharges, including a hotel being re-purposed as an additional care facility with 30 beds. 

 In partnership with Livewell Southwest, University Hospitals Plymouth and Devon Clinical 

Commissioning Group, we have provided dedicated infection control advice and training, 

supported with staffing and resources, delivered emergency Personal Protective Equipment 

(PPE) and stood up local testing arrangements for residents and staff in advance of national 

testing programmes being in place. 

 Our Community Connections team, along with partners within the Alliance helped to house 

over 150 rough sleepers during the early stages of the pandemic.  

 

Our equality objectives 
As a Council, we are committed to treating everyone with respect and dignity, and working towards 

creating a fairer city. Under our PSED, we must publish one or more equality objectives every four 

years. We last set our equality objectives in 2020.  

Our equality objectives correspond to the three main strands of the general equality duty. This 

provides a strong link and solid evidence to demonstrate that we are discharging our duty and making 

progress towards the aims of the Equality Act 2010.  

Furthermore, we have chosen our equality objectives to reflect the concerns of a broad spectrum of 

protected characteristics to avoid establishing a hierarchy of discrimination, whilst also reflecting the 

particular challenges faced by our local diverse communities. 

 

Progress against our 2020 – 2024 equality objectives  

We have set one overarching objective to celebrate diversity and ensure that Plymouth 

is a welcoming city.  

As a Council we are committed to celebrating equality and diversity and continue to support and champion 

events and communications with a focus on equality and diversity. We are proud of our ongoing 

commitment to Holocaust Memorial Day as a civic event.  
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We continue our commitment to celebrate community events and whilst this was challenging due to the 

difficulties of holding large scale events in the context of social distancing we were able to mark events 

such as Pride, Black History Month, International Womens’ Day and LGBT+ History Month.  

 

We used social media to support campaigns such as International Day of People with disabilities and 
Chinese New Year. This year we will return with more events and campaigns to celebrate the diversity in 

our city. One of these will include reference to local football hero Jack Leslie.  

 

We have set specific objectives which we will work towards achieving which are:  

 

1. Pay equality for women, and staff with disabilities in our workforce. 

Plymouth City Council is committed to equal opportunities and the fair treatment of its workforce. As an 

employer we have a clear policy of paying employees equally for the same or equivalent work regardless of 

gender or disability. The council operates a comprehensive job evaluation scheme to ensure that rates of 

pay are fair and are based wholly on the role being undertaken.     

We want to ensure that all members of staff have the opportunity to progress and meet their potential. As 

an employer with over 250 employees we have an obligation to report on our gender pay gap.  We 

monitor pay equality across different staff groups. Our monitoring has flagged areas of concern where 

appropriate action will be taken. A separate report is published which sets out our gender pay gap and the 

steps which we are taking to close it which are detailed in our Gender Pay Gap Action Plan (Appendix A). 

We recognise that our members of staff with disabilities face additional barriers compared to those 

members of staff who do not have a disability; which is why we decided to set this as one of our objectives. 

As a first step, one of the things we are doing is increasing the number of employees who declare that they 

have a disability. This will give us an accurate baseline position to conduct our monitoring from. We have 

also committed to working towards gaining accreditation as a ‘Disability Leader’.  

 

2. Supporting our workforce through the implementation of our People Strategy 2020 – 

2024 

Our People Strategy 2020 – 2024 is our workforce strategy for the next five years to help us work 

successfully, both with those who currently work for us and for our future colleagues and partner 

organisations. In order to make this happen the strategy has been split into four key themes: 

 Everyone feels welcome - Inclusivity and diversity. 

 Aspire to be the best - Talent and development. 

 Attract and keep the right people - Employer of choice. 

 Be well led - Our leadership. 

We monitor the progress of implementing our People Strategy 2020 – 2024 to ensure we are meeting 

our people ambitions. Details of our progress can be found on our People Strategy timeline.  

Our People Strategy shows that the importance of equality and diversity as recruiting and retaining 

diverse talent is key. As an organisation we must ensure that all our staff feel welcomed, are treated 

with dignity and respect and are encouraged to meet their potential.  

  

3. Supporting victims of hate crime so they feel confident to report incidents, and 

working with, and through our partner organisations to achieve positive outcomes.   

Experiencing hate crime can be a traumatic experience. We are keen to ensure that victims receive 

appropriate support so that they feel confident to report their experiences of hate crime to the police. 

Reporting incidents of hate crime directly to the police can increase the chances of a positive outcome for 

victims. However, we aim to go further than simply increasing the reporting of hate crime. 

https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/peoplestrategy/timeline
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We have been working with communities and partner agencies across the criminal justice system and 

voluntary and community colleagues to achieve a positive outcome for victims. We hope that this work will 

instil greater confidence in the public that their reporting of incidents is important. 

 

We are currently reshaping our reporting provision to be more user-friendly, informative and clear. We are 
positive that this work will instil greater confidence to the public and that the reporting of hate crimes will 

help us work together making Plymouth a safer city to live in. This work will also help us prevent and 

intervene in earlier stages before any future concerns arise. 

 

A full breakdown of hate crimes/incidents within Plymouth for between Oct/Dec 19 and Oct/Dec 20 can 

be found below:  

 

 Oct 19 to 

Dec 2019 

Jan 20 to 

Mar 20 

April 20 to 

Jun 20 

June 20 to 

Sep 20 

Oct 20 to 

Dec 20 

Racial 267 235 256 389 287 

Sexual 

Orientation 

88 94 68 132 63 

Disability 67 59 61 71 68 

Religion 18 20 29 22 22 

Transgender 19 30 13 17 25 

Sex or 

Gender 

18 15 14 22 4 

Other  24 19 23 28 27 

Not Stated  0 0 1 7 5 

It is important to note that these statistics are just a ‘snapshot’ and the reality is more complex. Changes in 
the number of hate occurrences could be due to a number of factors including COVID-19 and social distancing 

measures and increases/decreases in the number of incidents reported. Further work is required to fully 

understand this data.   

The 2020 City Survey shows that there are significant differences in how safe people feel in our city: 

1. The proportion of respondents with no health problem/disability who felt safe during the day (94%) was 

significantly higher than those who are limited a lot (79%) and those limited a little (87%) by a health 

problem or a disability.  

 

2. The proportion of white British respondents who felt safe during the day was 90.7% compared to 78% of 

respondents from an ethnic minority background. 

 

3. The proportion of white British respondents who felt safe after dark was 58% compared to 48.5% of 

respondents from an ethnic minority background. 

 

4. The City Survey found no significant difference in respondents’ perception of their safety by religion. 

 

5. The proportion of female respondents who felt safe during the day (93%) was significantly higher than 

males (88%). There was no significant difference found in respondents’ perception of their safety after 

dark. 

 

6. The proportion of respondents feeling safe after dark aged 16-24 years (44%) was significantly lower than 

those aged 45-54 years (61%). No significant difference in daytime perceptions of safety was found. 
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3. Plymouth is a city where people from different backgrounds get along well. 

We will continue to build strong and cohesive communities to ensure that our communities are resilient 

and great places to live. In our City Survey we include questions which ask our residents about community 

cohesion in their local area. The results will be analysed and used to target our community work. We are 
currently coordinating a Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government funded project called 

Unify Plymouth which aims to improve cohesion in our least cohesive wards through targeted activities with 

our partners which include sport, cultural programmes and educational workshops.   

 

In 2016 we selected our four least cohesive wards based on the results of our 2014 citywide health and 

wellbeing survey. All four wards have recorded an increase in their cohesion rate 1. We ensured that 

equality monitoring and cohesion questions were included in our major citywide survey this year.  

Within our City Survey we ask whether residents felt that their local area is a place where people from 

different backgrounds get on well together. This question was included in the survey as a measure of 

community cohesion and more specifically to measure performance against our equality objective. 

 

This year our City Survey results showed that across the city 73.8% of residents agree that their local area 

is a place where people from different backgrounds get on well together.  

 

 

City survey 2020 results  

1. The proportion of those respondents agreeing they feel they belong to their local area aged 65-74yrs 

(73%); 75+yrs (76%); 45-54yrs (59%); 55-64yrs (63%) was significantly higher than those aged: 16-24yrs 

(40%); 25-34yrs (46%); 35-44yrs (59%) and 45-54yrs (59%). 

 

2. The proportion of Female respondents agreeing they feel they belong (65%) was significantly higher than 

Males (56%). 

 

3. The proportion of respondents agreeing they feel they belong to their local area was 61% for people who 

identified as White British compared to 51% from an ethnic minority background. 

 

4. The percentage of Christians (68.5%) who agreed they belong to their local area was higher than other 

religions (50%) or no religion (53%). 

 

                                            
1 The method of calculating the cohesion rate is set out in guidance issued by the National Audit Office. 

Ward 2014 2018 2020 

Budshead 63.0% 76.9% 65.2% 

Devonport  44.4% 52.0% 72.6% 

Honicknowle 57.0% 57.4% 64.7% 

Stoke 63.7% 67.0% 83.3% 
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5.  The proportion of those respondents agreeing they feel they belong to their local area aged 65-74yrs 

(73%) and 75+yrs (76%) was also significantly higher than those aged 16-24years (40%) and 25-34yrs 

(46%). 

 

6. 61% of respondents who identified as heterosexual/straight agreed that they felt they belong compared to 
46% of respondents who identified as lesbian, gay, bisexual or a different sexuality which wasn’t listed. 

 

Progress towards meeting our Equality Duty  

In addition to publishing equality objectives, the Public Sector Equality Duty requires that we publish 

information to show that we are compliant with the Equality Act General Duty. The section that 

follows describes some of the work we did to promote equality, tackle discrimination and to 

encourage good relations between different groups last year.  

 

Here are some case studies that demonstrate our commitment to advancing equality across the 

Council and the city:  

 

Our workforce 

Equality monitoring data covering the demographic breakdown of our workforce, as well as our 

recruitment processes and staff leaving the organisation is included in our Summary Equality profile. It 

is important that we have an awareness of equality and diversity as this will shape the services we 

deliver. Internally we have been making progress around equality and diversity more broadly in 

several areas, we have: 

 

 Refreshed our staff equality and diversity training offer and have updated our equality and diversity 

e-learning resource for staff. We have developed an equality and diversity handbook for our 

frontline staff without computer access; our handbook reflects the content in the e-learning 

package. This will be followed by a variety of learning and development opportunities throughout 

2021/2022.  

 

 Developed an equality and diversity calendar to help improve the visibility of equality and diversity 

both internally and externally. The calendar highlights key equality and diversity ‘cause’ days 

throughout each month. In 2021 we plan to mark several cultural and religious occasions.  

 

 To start a conversation about equality and diversity internally the Chief Executive and Service 

Director for Human Resources and Organisational Development held a meeting with members of 
staff who identify as Black, Asian and/or ethnic minority (BAME) to better understand their 

experiences of working for the Council. We have held a similar meeting with female managers in 

the run up to International Womens’ Day and also with our apprentices as part of Apprenticeship 

Week. We plan to run more sessions in the future focussing on different protected 

characteristics.  

 

We recognised that the COVID-19 pandemic would be particularly challenging for our staff and were 

keen to have a particular focus on wellbeing. In 2020, we have:  

 Been awarded the Bronze level of wellbeing at work awards and are currently working towards 

achieving the Silver award which demonstrates our commitment to promoting staff wellbeing. 

 

 Built upon our existing Wellbeing Champions programme and committed to having 60 Wellbeing 

Champions across the Council in order to help ‘break the silence’ on mental health. The 

Wellbeing Champions provide support, guidance and signposting and aim to tackle the perceived 

stigma around mental health issues.  
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 Developed our staff mental health offer to include new signposting resources including Able 

Futures Mental Health Coaching, a mental health workshop and a digital detox workshop. 

 Encouraged our staff with parental responsibility to build connections through our virtual Parental 

Support Group.  

 
People  

The People directorate has an unwavering commitment to equality and diversity. The last year has 

been one of the most difficult on record especially for vulnerable people. Our services have had to 

work especially hard through the pandemic to ensure that vulnerable people have equality of access 

to services. We have had to be creative to ensure that people were able to access services during the 

most trying times. To meet this challenge the People Directorate has: 

 Provided support during the COVID-19 pandemic for the most clinically vulnerable to COVID 

in the city. This primarily included older people or people with long-term health conditions, 

mental ill-health and disabilities. 

 Supported the development of health and wellbeing hubs which have focussed on supporting 

people deal with the impact of the pandemic, either because of social isolation or through 

financial insecurity, unemployment and food poverty. 

 Secured funding towards providing Wi-Fi for asylum seekers during lockdown so that they 

were able to continue to access language classes and support offered by service providers.  

 Provided Winter Warmth and Hygiene Packages for young carers and their families, refugee 

and asylum seeker families and homeless families. 

 Continue to support our Out Youth Group which works with LGBT+ young people to engage 

with a wide range of organisational research to improve services across the city and wider. 

 Worked with our partners in the NHS and with colleagues in Torbay to improve access to 

health social care services for carers (including young carers). The project aimed to better 

understand the experiences and needs of carers from migrant, refugee, asylum seekers and 

ethnic minority communities. 

 Our translation and interpretation services are open to all Council staff to help them support 

people to access our services. Face to face, telephone, video and written translation are 

provided by ‘thebigword’. In the last year we have provided support in 76 different languages. 

The most frequently requested languages include Kurdish (Sorani), Polish, Modern Standard 

Arabic (North African), Pashto, Modern Standard Arabic (Middle Eastern), Farsi (Persian 

and Afghan), Albanian, Romanian, Sudanese and Mandarin.  

 Worked with our partners to train 400 volunteers who attend a Mayflower Maker induction 

session that included a workshop covering The Mayflower Story and the key historical debates 
surrounding the mayflower story.  

 

Executive Office  

The Executive Office is committed to ensuring that equality and diversity is at the centre of everything 

we do and is committed to supporting the Council to reach its equality and diversity ambitions.In 

2020 we: 

 Analysed data and monitored performance across the Council which helped shape the 

organisation’s intelligence based response to COVID.  

 Lobbied Government to ensure that the voice and needs of the city’s most vulnerable 

residents were heard.  

 Told engaging stories to help celebrate the diversity of our city and raise awareness of the 

work the Council is doing to promote and progress its equality and diversity work.    

 Played a key role in the organisation’s Equality and Diversity Review. 

 Supported the development of our Equality and Diversity Action Plan, the refresh of equality 

impact assessment guidance and the organisation’s Equality and Diversity Policy.  

 Worked with our partners to deliver the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local 

Government funded Unify Plymouth project which aims to improve cohesion within the city.  
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The Executive Office has also been working hard to ensure that the May 2020 elections are accessible 

and COVID-19 secure. To do this we have: 

 Incorporated the learning from the 2019 Polling District and Polling Places Review which 

included close engagement with stakeholders including PADAN.  
 Assessed all polling stations for all voters’ needs and have logged individual requirements 

which will be in place for polling day.  

 Encouraged electoral registration through developing a communication action plan and using 

different communication channels across the year.  

 Followed and adhered to Electoral Commission recommendations for the look and feel of 

polling stations, inside and out. 

 Put in place sensible safety measures at all polling stations for 6 May including cleaning, socially 

distanced queuing systems, face coverings being worn and hand sanitiser on site. Booths will be 

cleaned between each voter, and voters are encouraged to bring their own pencil or pen (if 

not, those provided will be sanitised between uses). There will also be facility for registered 

electors to apply for emergency and Covid-emergency proxy from 5pm on 27 April. 

 

 

Place 

As one of the most diverse directorates within the Council, it is perhaps no surprise that we are fully 

committed to promoting equality and eliminating discrimination for our staff, partners and residents. 

We place huge value in the different contributions that each of us brings and that respect sits at the 

heart of our commitment to the gifted and innovative people we employ. Some examples of how we 

have progressed equality and diversity in the past year include:  

 We have match funded several projects via Crowd Fund Plymouth which have been supporting 
equality and diversity work within the city these include: 

 £2,500 towards Why don’t they leave - a project supporting families who are effected by 

domestic abuse. 

 £7,500 towards BIG SIS - a mentoring project which helps young girls cope with anxiety. 

 £20,000 towards a statute to celebrate the local football hero Jack Leslie. 

 £2,500 towards supporting Moments Café, a dementia friendly space. 

 £10,000 towards making the Leadworks space accessible.  

 £12,500 to support families to enjoy a nutritious Christmas dinner for 4-6 people through 

the Christmas in a Box programme.  

 We worked with our partners to ensure that cycling is accessible for people with disabilities 

through an adaptive cycling programme. Our specialist instructors have supported people with a 

range of disabilities or additional needs to enjoy cycling.  

 We included guidance on dementia friendly development and car parking in the Supplementary 

Planning Document (SPD) which was recently adopted. The document explicitly states that good 

practice guidance should be considered when designing a new development proposal, to ensure 

accessibility and refers to the Royal Town Planning Institute guidance on ‘Dementia and Town 

Planning’. This is a significant step forward in making environments more dementia friendly. 

 Through the Box we have run a range of activities with of focus on equality and diversity, these 

include working with Plymouth Community Homes and the Jack Leslie Campaign as well as 

creating new content for the Media Lab Big Screen.  

 For LGBT+ History Month at The Box we worked in partnership with Pride In Plymouth. This 

work included 4 micro-commissions ‘My Story’ by LGBT+ people (one of which was a young 
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person) as well as new content created for the Media Lab Big Screen, a new display in our Active 

Archives gallery telling the story of Mark Weston, 2 new schools resources and CPD sessions for 

teachers. As part of this work we have set up ‘Culture Club’ where LGBT+ people will be 

working alongside The Box team to explore the collections through an LGBT+ lens. 

 
 The Box on The Box – a project which was live streamed into care homes and to vulnerable 

people across the city during 2020 and which was awarded a certificate of excellence from iese 

and is a finalist in the Public Sector Transformation Awards. The second phase of the project 

called The Box on Screen is now underway with one of the first episodes focusing on Women in 

response to IWD. 

 We continue to invest in CCTV and work with our partners (Police) to make our streets safer 

and instil confidence for vulnerable people out after dark. Aligned to this, we are also investing in 

better street lighting. 

 

 

 

Customer and Corporate Services  

As an organisation committed to providing high quality customer service equality and diversity is key 

to our directorate and shapes how we operate as a public sector organisation. To ensure that equality 

and diversity is at the centre of everything we do we have: 

 Set up a corporate equality and diversity group to help embed equality and shape the equality 

and diversity work which is happening across the organisation.  

 Developed the Digital Inclusion Project to provide support to those who found themselves 

without to the internet. Devices and data were secured from the Good Things foundation and 

handed out to ODILS Learning Foundation, Sunflower Women's Centre and the Social 

Prescribing Team. Telephone digital champion volunteers helped to solve problems for those 

who had devices but didn't know how to use them.  

 Support the Digital Inclusion Network which pools and shares information, knowledge, skills 

and resources with over 50 organisations which helps as many people as possible to be online.  

 Next steps include developing a signposting tool which will direct people to where they can 

get help in accessing, training, devices and connectivity and increasing the number of digital 

champion volunteers who can work within communities to help residents in local, familiar 

spaces such as libraries and community centres. 

 During COVID-19 the number of people requiring financial support significantly increased. The 

current number of people claiming Universal Credit has risen by 77%. The number of people 
attending food banks peaked in March, almost doubling those from February to 1200 people. 

We continued to provide support to those people who need it. In the past year this has 

included providing COVID-19 self isolation payments, Council Tax Support to those who 

were eligible for financial support and providing holiday meals to families eligible for free 

school meals.  

 We refreshed our Social Value Policy making a stronger commitment to ensuring positive 

economic, environmental and social outcomes are delivered through our contracts. As part of 

the Council’s RESURGAM programme we have safeguarded this commitment by requiring 

Social Value to be considered for all procurement activity and demanding robust justification 

and sign off where Social Value is not included. 
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Public Health 

Reducing inequality amongst the different communities is at the heart of our directorate. Our work is 

underpinned by Thrive Plymouth, our 10-year plan to improve health and wellbeing and reduce health 

inequalities in the city. We use a data based approach to identify trends and inequalities amongst 
different communities and groups, being mindful of the role which deprivation can play in driving and 

exacerbating health inequality.  

 

The Covid-19 pandemic had the potential to widen inequalities, and we have worked hard with our 

partners to keep the case rates down, to manage outbreaks when they occur and to protect those 

most at risk; older people and those with underlying health conditions that make them vulnerable. 

We have engaged with a wide range of stakeholders throughout, and have been mindful of different 

communities in doing so. 

 

Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic we also have been working hard to ensure positive health 

outcomes for the different groups, we have: 

 Developed an online platform for our sexual health services to help people to access tests and 

other forms of advice which is fully confidential. This approach will help us reach more people 

and increase accessibility of the service. The services include support for people around 

gender and sexuality. 

 Promoted our Wellbeing Hubs which continue to help a wide range of people to access the 

support that they need in their local communities.  

 Developed the Plymouth Good Neighbours Scheme to provide support to those who may 

have been shielding and needing support with tasks such as shopping.  

 Delivered appreciative enquiry training to encourage good practice community engagement. 

 Developed a community champions programme which aims to promote vaccination amongst 

groups that may be less likely to get vaccinated. This work has included working with BAME 

communities and people who are homeless.  

 Provided various reports to the Health Protection Committee and Health and Wellbeing 

Board considering inequalities in relation to health and wellbeing. 

 

 

Children’s Services  

Equality of opportunity and improving life chances must be at the heart of all that we do in our 

service. We are committed to finding ways to provide excellent services which embed approaches to  
social inclusion and cohesion. We ensure that this commitment is extended to both employees and 

the range of individuals and families who access the services we provide. We address and challenge 

disadvantage and discrimination and strive to ensure our service provision is sensitive and accessible 

to all.  

To promote equality and diversity within our directorate we:  

 Shape our service delivery and development by listening to the views of young people and 

families. 

 Follow our practice standards to ensure that the voice of the child is at the heart of our 

practice. 

 Challenge discrimination on both a systemic and individual level. 

 Promote the use of inclusive language that does not offend or discriminate. We will offer 

constructive challenge when we identify language or values which do not support a positive 

approach to diversity and equality.  

 We continue to support LGBT+ Adoption and Fostering Week. Last year we ran a fostering 

project which aimed to increase the number of people who identify as LGBT+ to foster.  
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 During the lockdown we delivered around 800 laptops funded by the Department for 

Education to children. This helped us to have regular contact with our vulnerable children and 

young people but also helped them to manage their school work. 

 

Our members 
Our members have an important role in ensuring that equality and diversity is at the centre of the 

organisation as set out in the Council Constitution which states: 

"We the people of Plymouth, through our elected representatives to Plymouth City Council, 

ordain and establish this Constitution today 30 January 2012 in order that it will assist in the 

elimination of discrimination and inequality, promote social and economic well-being, 
environmental sustainability and opportunity for all and establish good and open governance of 

our city and its inhabitants.” 

 

Members are required to consider equality and diversity when they make decisions. To support 

members in their role we offer equality and diversity training to all councillors as part of their 
induction to their role. This training helps members to understand different equality and diversity 

issues and ensures that they are able to deliver their duties in accordance with the Councillor Code 

of Conduct. Cabinet members made a commitment to commit to undertaking the relevant equality 

and diversity training in August of last year. 

 

 Between September and November 2020 we undertook a review of our equality and diversity 

practice and provided Cabinet with a summary of the findings from this review. Our elected members 

played a key role in the review. Member feedback and insights were captured via a survey and through 

face- to- face interviews. We were pleased to note that all Cabinet members participated including 

the Cabinet Member for Housing and Cooperative Development who has equalities included within 

their portfolio.  

 

We are keen to continue to embed equality and diversity throughout the decision making process and 

we will shortly be exploring the role which scrutiny can play in this. We also plan to continue to 

provide Cabinet with regular updates on our equality and diversity work including progress against 

our Equality and Diversity Action Plan.   

 

Our administration’s pledges  

Our current administration published several pledges in their manifesto which are relevant to equality 

to be achieved over a 4 year period.  

 Pledge 57 - We have adopted the ‘safer places scheme’ that provides people with learning 

disabilities with a safe place to go if they feel anxious, or face verbal abuse, harassment or bullying. 

There are now 197 ‘Safe places’ across Plymouth.  

 

 Pledge 65 - We have reviewed the progress made in implementing the recommendations of the 

Plymouth Fairness Commission. Although there have been key developments in the progress of 

many recommendations, more can be done to make Plymouth a fairer city. We have identified and 

will focus on some of the key themes from the report that we feel would make Plymouth even 

fairer. Our Community Empowerment Programme which aims to ‘work together to create a 

‘fairer, greener and healthier’ Plymouth builds upon the positive engagement work carried out as 
part of the Fairness Commission.   

 

 Pledge 71 - We will continue to celebrate the 100th anniversary of some women being given the 

right to vote and the important part Plymouth played both in 1918 and in 1919, with the first 

woman to take her seat in the House of Commons, representing Plymouth Sutton. A plaque to 

https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/pledge57
https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/pledge65
https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/pledge71
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commemorate the life of Nancy Astor was unveiled at her former home on the Hoe in August 

2018 which was supported by Plymouth City Council. 

 

 Pledge 72 - Plymouth has the oldest Ashkenazi synagogue in the English-speaking world, and the 

recently listed Jewish cemetery (one of the oldest in the UK) means the Jewish community has 
deep roots here. We will continue to recognise Holocaust Memorial Day as a major Civic Event. 

We hosted a public ceremony at the Peace Garden on Plymouth Hoe on Monday 27 January 

20202 to mark HMD. In light of COVID-19 social distancing restrictions, in 2021 we marked 

HMD virtually and created a short film which explores what HMD means to some of the 

communities in our city.  

 

 Pledge 76 - 2017 saw the biggest Plymouth Pride event ever on the Hoe. In 2018, a whole range of 

activities took place across the city starting with a parade from North Cross through the city 

centre and ending at the Hoe, where the festival began at 1pm. Unfortunately our celebrations 

were cancelled in 2019 due to poor weather and again in 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

We hope we will be able to mark Pride in our usual manner when social distancing restrictions 

are lifted and when appropriate. In the meantime, we will continue to support the organisers and 

we will arrange to have Pride flags flown from the Hoe flagstaffs and illuminate Smeaton’s Tower 

with the rainbow. 

 

 

 Pledge 78 - Plymouth is a trauma informed city and has been a welcoming city throughout our 

history. Our city will continue to provide shelter and support for those fleeing terror, conflict and 

famine as we have done previously. We have continued to support organisations working with 

refugees throughout the COVID-19 pandemic and are pleased with the collaborative working 

which has developed.  

 

Next Steps  

Published on our website is our 2020 – 2021 Equality and Diversity Action Plan which sets out how 

we plan to work towards achieving our equality objectives and achieve ‘excellence on the EFLG’. 

These will draw on the commitment and contributions of the wider family of partners across the city.  

 

However, in addition to delivering specific projects and interventions under the action plan, it is 

crucial to remember that it is incumbent on everyone in Plymouth City Council to play their part. As 

resources remain scarce it is vital that equality and diversity continues to be mainstreamed across the 
Council. Update reports will be published at appropriate intervals to ensure the Council is making 

good progress. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/pledge72
https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/holocaustmemorialday
https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/pledge76
https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/pledge78
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Published by Plymouth City Council  
April 2021 

 
Contact 

Policy and Intelligence Team  
Plymouth City Council  

Ballard House  
Plymouth PL1 3BJ 

equalities@plymouth.gov.uk  

 

This document is available in other languages and in accessible formats - please contact our Policy and 

Intelligence Team on equalities@plymouth.gov.uk or by phoning 01752 668000.  
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Appendix A: Gender Pay Gap Action Plan 

 

The Gender Pay Gap Action Plan 2021 - 2022 sets out how we will reduce the gap in pay between males and females within the Council. The 

action plan supports the Council’s equality and diversity ambitions and complements our existing People Strategy.   

 

This action plan will also contribute to the Council progressing positively against the following equality objectives: 

 Celebrate diversity and ensure that Plymouth is a welcoming city. 

 Pay equality for women, and employees with disabilities in our workforce.  

 Supporting our workforce through the implementation of Our People Strategy 2020 – 2024. 

 

The actions included within this action plan have been mapped to the Equality Framework for Local Government outcomes and have been 

grouped around the following outcomes: 

 We attract diverse talent  

 We provide our employees with a varied learning and development offer  

 Having a  flexible and resilient workforce  

 Celebrating equality and diversity  

 Understanding the workforce 

 

This document is a live document and will be updated periodically to reflect changing organisational priorities.  
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Outcome: We attract diverse talent  

 

Action  Lead Timescale 

Consider the language used in job adverts to ensure that they are accessible to 

everyone. Review guidance for managers on recruitment.  

Recruitment/Human Resources 

and OD 

June 2021 

Ensure all guaranteed interview categories are promoted. For example, veterans, 

care leavers, applicants with disabilities  

Human Resources and 

Organisational Development 

June 2021 

Objectively justify any requests for ‘not suitable for jobs sharing’ or any other 

forms of flexible working.  

Human Resources and 

Organisational Development 

June 2021 

Revise the equality and diversity statement typically found at the bottom of job 

adverts. 

Human Resources and 

Organisational Development 

April 2021 

Consider the diversity of interview panels to ensure that they are reflective of our 

workforce. Example: Gender balance and other consideration at this stage. 

Managers  Ongoing  

Provide training for recruitment managers to minimise bias within the recruitment 

process. 

 

 

 

 

 

Human Resources and 

Organisational Development 

June 2021 
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Outcome: We provide our employees with a varied learning and development offer  

 

Action  Lead Timescale 

 

Implement a first line manager development programme.  Human Resources and 

Organisational Development 

September 2021  

Promote the current coaching offer to managers.  Human Resources and 

Organisational Development with 

Communications 

September 2021 

Employees are provided with information about the gender pay gap and the factors 

which contribute to it.  

Human Resources and 

Organisational Development 

April 2021  

 

Outcome: Our employees are able to work flexibly according to their needs.  

 

Review and promote our suite of work life balance policies. 

 

Human Resources and 

Organisational Development with 

Communications 

June 2021 

Review the job share policy (part of flexible working policy) 
Human Resources and 

Organisational Development with 

Communications 

April 2021 
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Outcome: we understand our workforce  

 

Publish our gender pay gap report annually. Human Resources and 

Organisational Development 

Annually March  

Analyse our gender pay gap by directorate and consider developing local 

directorate action plans where appropriate.  

Human Resources and 

Organisational Development 

June 2022 

Reintroduce management information on the top 5% of earners who are women. Human Resources and 

Organisational Development 

June 2021(half 

yearly) 
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